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Abstract

The fact that every combinator has a fixed point is at the heart of the λ-calculus as a model of
computation. We consider several aspects of such phenomenon; our specific, perhaps eccentric, point of
view focuses on problems and results that we consider worthy of further investigations. We first consider
the relation with self application, in comparison with the opposite view, which stresses the role of coding,
unifying the first and the second fixed point theorems. Then, we consider the relation with the diagonal
argument, a relation which is at the origin of the fixed point theorem itself. We also review the Recursion
Theorem, which is considered a recursion theoretic version of the fixed point theorem. We end considering
systems of equations which are related to fixed points.
c⃝ 2017 Royal Dutch Mathematical Society (KWG). Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Fixed points and self-application 1

One of the most important features of λ-calculus is the fact that every combinator (i.e. closed 2

term) F has a fixed point X . Let F be any combinator and H ≡ λx .F(xx), then H H ≡ 3

(λx .F(xx))H =λβ F(H H ) and therefore X ≡ H H is a fixed point for F . 4

As observed in [2], from a computational point of view the striking difference with other fixed 5

point theorems, such as the Banach Fixed Point Theorem or the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem, 6

is that the computation starts from X to arrive to F X . 7

A very important question is to explain such phenomenon. The literature on this subject is 8

immense, and we only consider some specific aspects. 9
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A possible approach is to consider self-application as the key feature behind the existence of1

fixed points. This point of view is adopted in [2], where it is also pointed out that some kinds of2

self application are implicit in Gödel sentences and in Kleene Recursion Theorem.3

To explain this point, assume that one looks for a fixed point of the form Z Z for F . Then,4

F(Z Z ) =λβ Z Z and, by abstraction, (λx .F(xx))Z =λβ Z Z . Then, Z ≡ λx .F(xx) by pattern5

matching. Actually, this seems not far from the actual process leading H.B. Curry from Russell6

Paradox to the fixed point theorem for λ-calculus (see [7] and [1]).7

Curry formulated the Paradox as follows. Instead of Z ∈ P write P Z , transforming set8

theoretic membership into the predicate P being affirmed of the subject Z , and write Neg for9

logical negation. Russell Paradox takes then the form:10

Z Z ≡ Neg(Z Z ).11

Curry observed that, in this form, the Paradox asks for a a fixed point for the negation operator,12

which is impossible in classical logic. (In [11], Skolem remarked that this is possible in13

Lukasievich Logic; one gets the value 1/2, that is maximum uncertainty.)14

On the other hand, as remarked above, such formulation displays the right pattern to find a15

fixed point for every term, when self application is available.16

So, in λ-calculus the paradox is avoided as a fixed point always exists; therefore, not only17

nothing similar to the classical negation operator Neg can exist, but also negation cannot be18

simulated by a function that systematically alters its input. In Set Theory, the paradox is avoided19

by a completely different mechanism, that is by requiring that some classes are too big to exist20

(Zermelo) or to be properly treated as sets (Von Neumann, Bernays and others).21

With respect to this point of view, one can see the fixed point theorem also as a restrictive22

principle. As an example, consider a function F defined as follows:23

F XY W Z = W if X = Y ;24

25
F XY W Z = Z otherwise.26

We can observe that λx .Fx1 0 1 has not a fixed point and we conclude that such a function27

cannot exist in λ-calculus.28

Therefore, the difficult task of separating admissible and not admissible collections has been29

replaced by the equally difficult task of separating admissible and not admissible functional30

behaviors.31

2. Self-application or application to codes?32

Another natural possibility is to assume that some kind of coding is the crucial property.33

From this point of view, what actually takes place is that a function is applied to some code of34

the function itself.35

Outside λ-calculus, we find such approach also in programming languages, where the36

instructions which define the function are used as a code of the function, and to take the function37

as an argument actually means to have a reference to such instructions (e.g. in programming38

language C, where, however, the typing mechanism imposes several restrictions). This idea is39

also used in some operational semantics approaches.40

Coming back to λ-calculus, we want to point out which formal properties are required on41

codes to ensure the existence of a fixed point. To do this, we need some definitions.42

Assume that a set of closed terms C has been fixed. We call the elements of C codes. Assume43

moreover that the following exists:44
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